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The ASLLRP Sign Bank allows browsing, search, and download of collec3ons of signs and u5erances.   

1. DATA ACCESS INTERFACE:  CONTINUOUS SIGNING DATA (UTTERANCES) -- h$ps://dai.cs.rutgers.edu/dai/s/dai 

Our high-quality videos (mul3ple views, including face close-ups) of linguis3cally annotated1 ASL 
sentences can be searched and viewed in various ways. The sign search interface is shown in Figure 
1, with example search results shown in Figure 2. Searches can also be conducted based on 
u1erance-level proper:es, as shown in Figure 3 (which extends over pages 2 and 3). All of these 
searches can also be restricted by collec3on and/or signers (“par3cipants”).   

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
Figure 1. Sign Search - in SignStream® Collec6ons 

 
1 Annota'ons were carried out using SignStream®, available free of charge from www.bu.edu/asllrp/SignStream/3 
(Neidle 2017, 2018; Neidle, et al. 2018; Neidle 2020, 2022). More detailed informa'on about annota'on conven'ons is 
also available (Neidle 2002, 2007; Neidle, et al. 2012). 

http://www.bu.edu/asllrp/SignStream/3
https://dai.cs.rutgers.edu/dai/s/dai
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Par:al Results of Search for Signs with Glosses Containing the Characters “stop” 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Example of Sign Search Results – Mul6ple views of Signs and UDerances can be played.  
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Figure 3. U+erance Search Op3ons 

  

2. SIGN BANK: INDIVIDUAL SIGNS -- h,ps://dai.cs.rutgers.edu/dai/s/signbank 
It is also possible to browse, search, and download individual signs—both cita3on-form signs and 
signs pre-segmented, based on manual annota3ons carried out using SignStream® of start and end 
points of signs from our con3nuous signing videos. This search interface is shown in Figure 4. 

 

(con%nued from previous page) 

https://dai.cs.rutgers.edu/dai/s/signbank
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Figure 4. Search Op0ons for Individual Signs – both Cita0on-form Signs and Signs Pre-segmented from Con0nuous Signing 

The display on the leQ is an alphabe3cal lis3ng of unique gloss ID labels for signs in our collec3on, 
with similar lexical variants grouped under a main entry lis3ng, e.g., for APPOINTMENT produced 
with different handshape configura3ons, where the main entry APPOINTMENT has entry/variants 
labelled as (A)APPOINTMENT (produced with the “A”) handshape) and (nd-S)APPOINTMENT 
(produced with the “S” handshape on the non-dominant hand). It is possible to scroll through this 
list, or to click once in the list and start typing: the cursor will advance to the next occurrence of the 
typed sequence. It is also possible to search for text contained in the gloss labels or in related English 
words (this last feature is a new addi3on), and/or to specify start and/or end handshapes. It is also 
possible to display specific types of signs, as shown in the pull-down menu at the top. Compounds 
are displayed with a + sign in between the compound parts, e.g. APPLE+PIE. Compound parts are 
also displayed, with an asterisk * marking the site of connec3on to the other part of the compound. 
So, for example, the primary entry APPLE is listed with the entry/variants shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Variants Shown for the sign APPLE 

As shown here, the sign APPLE has an entry/variant produced with the “S” handshape, and the sign 
also occurs as part of the compounds APPLE+JUICE and APPLE+PIE. These are arbitrary labels, not 
intended to be exact transla3ons. The key criterion is that we have a unique correspondence of label 
and sign. This is cri3cal to use of these data, e.g., for machine learning (Neidle, et al. 2022a). 

The number in parentheses provided aQer the gloss label indicates the total number of 
examples of that entry/variant in our collec3on. For example, we have 7 occurrences of the sign 
variant labelled (nd-S)APPOINTMENT, as shown in Figure 6. The selected sign is displayed with the 
op3on to view the video examples in our collec3on. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6. Available Videos for (nd-S)APPOINTMENT 
 

In some cases, there is the op3on to play either the sign video or the sign clip (showing only the 
por3on of the video from the linguis3c start point of the sign through the linguis3c end point of the 
sign). For signs from our ASLLVD collec3on, it is possible to play the “Composite video” to view all 

See next page 
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examples played simultaneously. For signs pre-segmented from our con3nuous signing videos, it is 
also possible to play the containing u5erance. “Related English Words” can also be displayed by 
clicking the bu5on near the top of the display; see example in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. Related English Words for (nd-S)APPOINTMENT 

The newest op3on for searching for a sign is to “Search by Video Example” (Neidle, et al. 2024). 
Clicking on the bu5on at the bo5om of Figure 42 brings up the window shown in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8. Search by Video Example Interface 

The user selects a video clip containing a single sign to upload. The user is asked to specify 
whether this is a cita3on-form sign (e.g., from the webcam recording), or a sign segmented from a 
con3nuous signing video. In the la5er case, the user should choose the linguis3c start and end points 
of the sign to also be the start and end points of the edited video clip. The processing takes about a 
minute, aQer which the user is shown their own source video (which will be deleted aQer processing 
is complete, to preserve privacy), followed by the top 5 most likely matches, as shown in Figure 6.3 

 
2 Login is required to access this feature, but users can easily request a free account. Users will be taken first to 
the login page if they are not logged in when they select “Search by Video Example.” 
3 This is based on the sign recogniDon research reported in Zhou, et al. (2024). 
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Figure 9. Search by Video Example: Recogni6on Results for the uploaded video for COURT 

The user can play any or all of the videos—at regular or half-speed—before making a selec3on. The 
user can also double-click on any video to enlarge it to full screen, and then again, to return to the 
earlier smaller size. 

If there are lexical variants of any of the suggested signs, the user can see those before selec3ng 
the appropriate main entry, as shown on the leQ in Figure 10. The user is then invited to make a final 
selec3on, as shown on the right in that same figure, before being taken to the entry of the selected 
entry/variant in our Sign Bank (as illustrated in Figure 6). 

3. SIGNS THAT CAN BE RECOGNIZED BY THIS SYSTEM 
In all, about 2,360 dis3nct signs can currently be recognized via video lookup, including lexical signs, 
loan signs, numbers, and compounds; see Sec3on 4. Our current recogni3on accuracy for proficient 
ASL signers is as follows: 

Type of video input Top-1 Top-5 
    CitaDon-form signs 81.21 % 95.36 % 
    Signs segmented from conDnuous signing 80.39 % 92.96 % 

Table 1. Recogni3on Accuracy 
Sign videos from ASL learners, which may differ in produc3on from signs ar3culated by proficient 
signers, may be less well recognized.4  If the search by video example does not produce the desired 
result, the user can “Select None of those” (at the upper right Figure 9 in which case the user will be 
returned to the main Sign Bank page, and can proceed to search for the desired sign in other ways 
(as described in Sec3on 4). 

 
4 In collabora'on with MaI Huenerfauth at RIT, we plan to carry out user studies in the near future to establish the 
recogni'on accuracy for ASL learners. 
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Figure 10. Ability to View Sign Variants before Confirming Selec3on 
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4. SOME LIMITATIONS WITH RESPECT TO SIGNS THAT CAN BE SEARCHED VIA LOOKUP-BY-VIDEO-EXAMPLE 

The signs that can be iden3fied by our current lookup system do not include signs of the following 
types (except when they are included as components of compounds), although these sign types are 
included in the ASLLRP Sign Bank: 

• Fingerspelled signs, classifiers, and gestures.   
• Index signs.  These signs, which involve poin3ng to a spa3al loca3on that represents a 

referent or loca3on, are not recognized by video example. Poin3ng signs have many different 
uses, meanings, and realiza3ons depending on the context in which they occur. The signs 
oQen glossed as IX, in which the poin3ng is carried out by the index finger, can be used as 
determiners, loca3ves, or pronouns, for example. Possessives (produced by poin3ng with an 
open palm to the possessor) are also not searchable through uploaded video examples. 

 

  
IX POSS 

Figure 11. Index Signs not Accessible through Lookup-by-video-example 

5. OVERVIEW OF AVAILABLE DATA 
For sta3s3cs of data in the ASLLRP Sign Bank, see h5ps://dai.cs.rutgers.edu/dai/s/runningstats.  
Further informa3on about these resources is also available (Neidle, et al. 2022b), as is further 
informa3on about our annota3on (Neidle 2002, 2007). 

6.  DOWNLOAD OPTIONS 
Users who wish to download data can request a free account. They need to agree to respect the 
terms of use. Once signed in, they can download data in various ways. 

Con;nuous Signing Data 

Once users conduct a search, as described in Sec3on 1, the results are displayed with the op3on to 
select data of interest, as shown in Figure 12. The SignStream® collec3on containing the item of 
interest will to be added to the Download Cart. 
 

https://dai.cs.rutgers.edu/dai/s/runningstats
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Figure 12. Data of Interest can be Added to the Download Cart 

The Download Cart provides access to all the SignStream® collec3ons that are downloadable, and 
any that the user has explicitly selected will be checked, but users can also add addi3onal collec3ons 
for download, or download the en3re set, as they wish. This is shown in Figure 11. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 13. Download Cart 

The user can download the video files for the selec3ons and can download the annota3ons in two 
forms: as a SignStream® file (which can be opened using SignStream® soQware), and/or in an XML 
extract, which may be easier to use; the format is explained from that site. 
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Individual Sign Data 

From the bo5om of the main Sign Bank page shown in Figure 1, users can navigate to pages for 
download of isolated, cita3on-form sign data or (a recent addi3on!) for signs segmented from 
con3nuous signing: 

 

 

 
Figure 14. Download Pages for Sign Bank Sign Data 

These pages allow download of complete collec3ons, for download of the video files and 
spreadsheets containing informa3on about the data (Neidle & Opoku 2022). Explana3ons are 
provided about the contents of those spreadsheets, e.g., as shown for isolated, cita3on-form 
datasets, in Figure 15. 

 

 

   

Figure 15. Explana3ons Provided about Data Available for Download 

Separately, we also provide gloss labels for a large subset of the WLASL data consistent with the 
glossing conven3ons for the ASLLRP Sign Bank. The WLASL (Li, et al. 2020) is a large video dataset 
for Word-Level American Sign Language recogni3on, available for download. It brings together many 
different sets of ASL videos that had been shared publicly. However, there is a serious lack of 
consistency in the gloss labeling associated with signs across the mul3ple datasets (Neidle, et al. 
2022a). See h1p://www.bu.edu/asllrp/rpt21/asllrp21.pdf. These annota3ons can increase the 
value of the WLASL data for sign recogni3on research, by virtue of the consistency in the labels 
a5ached to the signs in these collec3ons. Our revised gloss labeling also makes it possible to put 
data from the WLASL and the ASLLRP Sign Bank together, to create an even larger and richer resource 
than either of these data sources on their own.  

http://www.bu.edu/asllrp/rpt21/asllrp21.pdf
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7. ACCESS TO THE SIGN BANK FROM WITHIN SIGNSTREAM® 
From SignStream® Versions through 3.4.1  

Current and recent versions of SignStream® incorporate the ability to search our Sign Bank via gloss 
text and/or handshape informa3on, and then to insert the selected sign’s proper3es directly into the 
annota3on (subject to any further edi3ng), as shown in Figure 16. This greatly enhances the 
efficiency and consistency of annotations.  

 

 
Figure 16. Sign Bank Search from within SignStream® 

The informa2on can then be directly entered into the main sentence-level annota2on, as seen in Figure 17. 

 
Figure 17. Sign Informa3on Entered into the U+erance within SignStream® 
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From the Forthcoming SignStream® Update 

The newest version of SignStream®, to be released in Summer 2024 (Neidle 2024 (forthcoming)), 
makes it possible, once the user has set start and end points of an unknown sign, to search for that 
sign through the search-by-video-example module, and then, upon confirma3on of the target sign, 
to enter the Sign Bank informa3on directly into the SignStream® annota3on. 

   
Figure 18. Brand New Search-by-video-example Feature within SignStream® 
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